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A critical perspective on our ability to model 



Why do we need trustworthy climate 
models?

• Mitigation
• Adaptation
• Geoengineering
• Attribution

Simulating climate extremes accurately is crucially important for all of these.
Are current generation models trustworthy enough?



Earth’s Climate is a nonlinear system

In a nonlinear system, a posteriori bias correction is an unreliable 
way to correct for model inaccuracy. 

In a nonlinear system, for a model to be trustworthy, model bias 
should be small compared with the sort of signals we wish to 

simulate/predict. 
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Attribution of eg Heat Waves

• Major heat waves tend to be associated with 
long-lived anticyclones (e.g. 2003).

• Does increased CO2 increase the surface  
temperatures associated with a given long-
lived anticyclone?

• Does increased CO2 increase the frequency of 
occurrence of long-lived anticyclones?



Attribution of eg Winter Flooding 
Events

• Major winter flooding events tend to be 
associated with increased rainfall associated 
with enhanced cyclonic activity?

• Does increased CO2 increase the rainfall 
associated with a given cyclone?

• Does increased CO2 increase the frequency of 
occurrence of cyclonic activity?





Winter 2008/09 – a ‘normal’ year

Tim Woollings



Winter 2013/14 – strong, straight jet

Tim Woollings Do strong jets like this become more 
likely with climate change?



17,351 

24,946

From climateprediction.net study. Hadam3 + 
regional model, observed SSTs)

Nathalie Schaller and Elizabeth Carr

No members of either 
Climatology integrations 
or Actual Jan-Feb 
integrations simulated 
observed jet strength

Does climate change increase the likelihood of a strong jet over E Atlantic? 



Gray et al, GRL, 2014

PV Gradient Across Tropopause
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C. 20km models (+ ¼ degree ocean) 
can simulate 5-day blocks, but can 

they simulate long-lived blocks: e.g. 
multi-seasonal periods where most 

days were blocked?

Do we need convectively resolved 
global models to eradicate biases in 

the tropics?



(Nastrom and Gage, 1985) 





From Schertzer and 
Lovejoy, 1993



Dawson, 
Corti Palmer, 
GRL 2012



Probability that clusters are not produced from a chance sampling of a gaussian

RMS error of simulated clusters against ERA 

Athena: AMIP runs

Dawson, 
Corti Palmer, 
GRL 2012







Stochastic Parametrisation

Triangular 
Truncation 

Partially Stochastic  

If parametrisation is partially stochastic, are we “over-engineering” our models 
(parametrisations, dynamical core) by using double precision bit-reproducible 

computations throughout?

Are we making inefficient use of computing resources that could otherwise be 
used to increase resolution?





Decreasing 
precision, and 
determinism

Greater Accuracy with Less Precision?

Use freed-up 
computing 
resource to 

extend 
simulator to 

cloud resolved 
scales?



More accurate “weather forecasts“ with less precision
Reading IGCM 

Düben and Palmer, 2014. MWR. 

T159 “Truth”

• The stochastic chip / reduced precision emulator is used on 50% of numerical workload:
All floating point operations in grid point space
All floating point operations in the Legendre transforms between wavenumbers 31 and 85. 

• Imprecise T85 cost approx that of T73
• Scale dependent precision easy to code in a spectral model (potential advantage for the 

future?)



IFS: Single vs
Double Precision

T399 20 member 
IFS

Can run 15 day 
T639 at single 

precision for cost 
of 10-day T639 at 
double precision



Conclusions
• Climate models are beginning to play a more and more 

important role in societal decision making.
• Being able to simulate extremes reliably is crucially 

important.
• Current generation climate models are still too coarse 

resolution to be trustworthy.
• We should pool resources to enable very high 

resolution models (e.g. 1km global) to be built.
• Small-scale variables do not need to be modelled with 

the same level of precision and determinism as large-
scale variables – we could make much more efficient 
use of available computing resources. 
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